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9am – 9:15am

BLOCKCHAIN: WHERE ARE WE NOW? 
Speakers:
Sandra Ro, CEO, Global Blockchain Business Council

Blockchain technology has been likened to the internet of the 1980s; some 
even call it the web’s missing layer -- bringing unmatched security and integrity 
to digital transfers of assets. But how did the technology move from a theory 
in an obscure white paper released anonymously during the height of the 2008 
economic crisis to a global phenomenon presented on today’s most respected 
global stages? Join Sandra Ro, CEO of the Global Blockchain Business Council, 
to learn more about the meteoric growth of this breakthrough industry.

9:15am – 10:05am

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
Speakers:
Ruth Hatherly, CEO and Founder, MoneyCatcha
George Samman, Advisor, Kadena
Makoto Takemiya, Co-CEO and Co-Founder, Soramitsu
Leigh Travers, CEO, DigitalX

Typically, when someone hears blockchain, they think finance. While blockchain 
applications extend far beyond the financial services sector, that’s where the 
technology has been most extensively implemented. Learn how the industry’s 
perennial pain points – cross-border payments, compliance and more – are 
being reimagined and redefined by both traditional financial institutions and up 
and coming innovators within the industry.

The Global Blockchain Business Council (GBBC), blockchain’s leading industry association, has partnered 
with West Tech Fest, Australia’s largest tech innovation festival, to bring ‘Blockchain Central’ to Perth.  

Following the success of the GBBC Blockchain Central at the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting and 
the UN General Assembly, GBBC will bring its signature event series to West Tech Fest next, which runs 
from 3rd – 9th December 2018.

The event will bring together leading figures in Blockchain, allowing attendees to engage with blockchain 
experts and explore how the technology can facilitate more stable and efficient solutions for challenges 
facing companies, institutions, and societies. Speakers will include some of the biggest names in 
blockchain and leading figures in innovation, business and tech.

THE HOME FOR BLOCKCHAIN 
DURING WEST TECH FEST



10:05am – 10:20am

A CASE STUDY: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION WITH SORAMITSU
Speakers:
Makato Takemiya, Co-CEO, Soramitsu

Hyperledger Iroha is a blockchain platform which enables businesses and 
financial institutions to effectively manage digital assets. Discover how 
Soramitsu is using it to create safer, more efficient societies through  
mobile apps.

10:20am – 11:00am

THE FUTURE OF AGTECH
Speakers:
David Acton, CTO, UWINCorp
Sandra Ro, CEO, Global Blockchain Business Council
Bridie Ohlsson, Project Lead - Blockchain, AgriDigital

Tomorrow’s agriculture industry will be digitally integrated at all stages of 
production -- from crop genetics to transport logistics. Many of these digital 
solutions are already being deployed by companies like AgriDigital  
and UWINCorp. 
Learn how these companies are using new tools to build solutions  
which respond to the complex threats and demands of an increasingly  
global marketplace.

11:00am – 11:35am

BLOCKCHAIN BAILOUT: CAN IT SAVE MEDIA?
Speaker:
Michael Casey, Chair of Advisory Board, CoinDesk 
John Hartley, Professor of Cultural Science, Curtin University

Faced with a surfeit of free resources, limited protections of intellectual prop-
erty, and the rise of social and search platforms, the media industry has been 
struggling to monetize responsibly. Join celebrated author and journalist 
Michael Casey and award winning academic John Hartley as they explore the 
current media landscape and how blockchain may fundamentally change it.

11:35am – 12:15pm

BUILDING A DIGITAL STATE: PUBLIC SECTOR SOLUTIONS 
Speakers:
Heather Delfs, Head of Global Programs, Kingsland University - School of Blockchain 
Jim Newsome, Former Chairman, U.S. Commodities Futures Trading Commission
Mariana Dahan, Co-founder, World Identity Network 

Governments are scrambling to keep pace with private sector adoption of 
blockchain technology. While implementation has been gradual, it’s already 
prompting governments to rethink the role they’ll play into the future. Learn 
more about blockchain applications in the public sector and its evolving 
regulatory landscape.

12:15pm-1:30pm LUNCH



1.30pm – 2:10pm

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
Speakers:
Ben Cooper, Managing Director, Tricky Jigsaw
Gigi Brisson, CEO, OceanElders
Jemma Green, Chair, Power Ledger 
Bill Tai, Board Member, Bitfury 

Many blockchain-enabled use cases and business concepts are being de-
veloped and implemented to bolster public and private sector sustainability 
efforts. Recent surveys suggest 87% of millennials would be more loyal to a 
company that helps them contribute to social and environmental issues, and 
that 9 in 10 millennials would switch brands to one associated with a cause. 
Against this backdrop, climate change and its devastating impacts cost coun-
tries like the United States hundreds of billions of dollars. Explore the future of 
blockchain-enabled sustainability solutions with a focus on the energy industry 
and aquatic preservation.

2:10pm – 2:25pm

DIGITIZING TRACEABILITY: MINING & METALS
BHP CASE STUDY: IOT TECHNOLOGIES
Speakers:
Coert du Plessis, Head of Digital Transformation, BHP Billiton
In 2017, the world’s top mining companies made a combined $600 billion in 
revenue. Blockchain technology has sparked the interest of industry leaders 
as companies seek to improve their products’ traceability. De Beers recently 
announced a pilot tracking 100 diamonds from miner to retail. It’s a small start 
for an $18 billion industry employing 10 million people worldwide, but the trial 
proves blockchain’s utility in tracking supply chains. Learn how BHP is using 
emerging technologies to revolutionize their processes.

2:25pm – 3:00pm

DIGITIZING TRACEABILITY: MINING & METALS
Speakers:
Coert du Plessis, Head of Digital Transformation, BHP Billiton
Mercina Tillemann, Chief Operating Officer, Global Blockchain Business Council
Trent Wheeler, Founder, FirstNode

Blockchain-based solutions allow disparate parties along supply chains to 
share and record information regarding the provenance, grade, and quantity of 
assets around the world. Reliable information ensures buyers and third parties 
have proof of authenticity, ownership, and provenance. Learn how blockchain 
technology is improving security, accountability and encouraging responsible 
production standards in the mining and metals industry.

3:00pm – 3:45pm

FINAL THOUGHTS
Join us for a quick roundup of key takeaways from the day’s discussions with 
innovators, corporates, government officials and regulators.
Speakers: 
Gigi Brisson, CEO, OceanElders
Jemma Green, Chair, Power Ledger
Michael Casey, Chair of Advisory Board, CoinDesk 
Sandra Ro, CEO, Global Blockchain Business Council 
Bill Tai, Chair, Hut8 
Jim Newsome, Former Chairman, U.S. Commodities Futures Trading Commission 

CLOSING RECEPTION


